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LINGHE JIA

DESIGNER DIGITAL MEDIA
3D Animator

EDUCATION
2020 - 2023 Academy of Art University | San Francisco, CA

2016 - 2020

MFA in 3D Animation/VFX
Master of Fine Arts in 3D Animation/VFX 

Otis College of Art and Design | Los Angeles, CA

BFA (Hons) Digital Media
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Digital Media emphasis in Animation

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

03/2023 3D Animator/Layout Artist Masked, (Animation Film) | San Francisco, CA

An animated short film about two Egyptian cats embarking on an adventure in ancient Egyptian ruins.

 Created animation as per stakeholder's needs.

 Coordinated with 59 team members from various departments.

 Maintained consistency in exporting characters, props, and animations.

 Operated shots 9 through 11 by performing layout, camera set-up, and character animation in Maya.

 Worked with artists from preceding and following shots to ensure smooth transitions in After Effects.

02/2023 3D Artist Tripalink | Los Angeles, CA

Comprehensive real estate company that integrates property management, services, and construction.

 Developed company's intellectual property and branding.

 Collaborated with skilled professionals to transform graphic design into 3D version.

 Created character's rig in Maya and conducted pose tests.

 Ensured optimal results consistent with company's brand image.

09/2022 Game Artist/NFT Artist Post Redemption, (Gamefi/Crypto) | Global

Web3 multiplayer game with a post-apocalyptic theme centered around collecting, upgrading, and trading.

 Created concept art for game and developed characters aligned with game's tone.

 Led team of 3-5 designers to design and create NFTs in 3D.

 Collaborated with teams worldwide to complete tasks and maintain design consistency.

05/2022 Director, 3D Animator, Layout Artist, Etc. Wulong Girl, (Animation) | San Francisco, CA

A short animated about a girl with a black rain dragon inside, puts out a fire during the Lantern Festival,

saving people trapped in the fire.

 Working on the whole animation pipeline, The final output will show as a 2D rendering of a 3D animation.

03/2021 Branding and Creative Designer THE WOWW GROUP LLC. | Los Angeles, CA

An Asian online shopping platform which provide a variety of products and services from fresh produce and meat

to everyday dairy products and local services.

 Designed company's visual guidelines, including UI, logos, and color schemes.

 Developed company's IP characters and related products.

 Designed popular emoji packs on WeChat with 97,000 usage count.

 Used IP characters as main design element for company's branding and promotional materials.

SKILLS
Maya | After Effects | Adobe Illustrator | Motion Builder | Procreate | Nuke | Media Encoder | Mudbox |Effect House

3D Animation | 2D Animation | Watercolor | Digital Illustration | Character Design | Storyboard


